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We will grow fluid and effective architecture for a world that is
decentralizing - for a world in which the functional units are getting smaller
INTRODUCTION
and much more agile. ― Joe Lubin
Joseph Lubin is a co-founder of blockchain computing platform Ethereum and the founder of Consensus
Systems, a blockchain venture studio. Lubin graduated from Princeton University with a degree in Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science (1987 – 1992). He worked in the Princeton Robotics Lab, at tomandandy
music developing an autonomous music composition tool, and at private research firm Vision Applications Inc.
building autonomous mobile robots. As a software engineer and consultant, Lubin worked with eMagine on the
Identrus project and was involved in the founding and operation of a hedge fund with a partner. He held
positions as Director of the New York office of Blacksmith Software Consulting, and VP of Technology in Private
Wealth Management at Goldman Sachs. Through these posts, Lubin focused on the intersection of
cryptography, engineering, and finance. Switching gears, Lubin moved to Kingston, Jamaica to work on projects
in the music industry. Two years into his musical endeavors, Lubin co-founded the Ethereum Project and has
been working on Ethereum and ConsenSys since January 2014.

WHY DO I CARE?
Only Vitalik, Satoshi, and maybe a handful of other pioneers in blockchain can rival Joe’s level of “star power.”
Joe is also unusually thoughtful and has an encyclopedic understanding of crypto, markets, and current affairs
(including an awareness of sociocultural trends). Lubin’s company – ConsenSys – is also the only company I can
readily identify in the blockchain economy that is investing in and building applications on a massive scale to
run atop Ethereum. It is mostly for this third reason that I want Joe on. I want to learn more about the nature
of his bet on ConsenSys and what the required parameters and assumptions are in order to make that bet
successful. I’m intrigued and interested in gaining a deeper understanding of his perspective, given the
enormous gamble he has made. Essentially, Joe is so bullish on Vitalik and the Ethereum core developer
community’s ability to solve the scalability problem that he’s been willing to bet his personal fortune on building
out an ecosystem of applications to run atop of a system that still doesn’t work.
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90’s Internet Revolution vs. Blockchain Revolution

BACKGROUND
1. Born & Raised ― Where did you grow up? What were you like as a child? I assume you were born around
1970? You are unusual in this sense, in that you grew up in the 1970’s and were a teenager in the 1980’s.
For many working in blockchain today, this is a generational divide. How did growing up in 1970’s and
80’s America shape the young Joe Lubin? How has it helped you lead an organization of Millennials and
even members of the iGeneration?
2. Education ― The popular culture of the 1980’s saw a surge of interest in virtual reality (Jaron Lanier
popularized the phrase when he founded VPL Research in 1985), as well as artificial intelligence and
robotics. Was the buzz around technology (in particular AI & Robotics) a big part of what drove you into
these fields, or do you think you would have entered them even if there was less popular interest in
these categories? ***Random: Did you play any sports?
3. Internet ― You were a senior at Princeton when the Web became operational. What did it feel like for
you when you used the Web for the first time? Do you remember where you were? It seems, based on
your career trajectory, that it may not have been as impactful to you as it was to other early adopters.
How did your experience with the Web compare to your initial encounter with Bitcoin (and later, Vitalik’s
vision of a decentralized virtual machine)? How did this earlier experience with a transformative network
protocol influence your appreciation for blockchain? How accurate are the comparisons, between the
Internet of the 1990’s and the modern, public ledger movement?
***Generally speaking, what were the most important educational and life experiences that prepared
you to identify the current opportunity in blockchain, and to execute on it?

Early Interests

CAREER PATH
4. Starting in Tech ― You began your career in AI and Robotics. What was this field like then? Why do you
think everyone was so early then, and do you believe that the hype is real this time around? What made
you leave the engineering world and head into the investment side of the business?
5. Investing in Tech ― You spent about 4-5 years working on the investment side. What did you learn from
this experience? In retrospect, how did working in finance/investing help you to identify the opportunity
in crypto? Why did you do it? What types of technologies were you investing in? How has that experience
working in finance/investing helped you today?
6. Music ― You have devoted a good deal of your professional life to the music industry (granted, from the
technology side) and I know you are very excited about the projects at ConsenSys that are invested in
transforming this industry. Why this interest in music?

Virtual Machine

CONSENSYS
7. Meeting of the Minds ― When and where did you first
meet Vitalik? How far down the proverbial bitcoin rabbit
hole were you when you met Vitalik? What was that
meeting like? What did you think of Vitalik then?
8. Partnership ― How did your working relationship with
Vitalik evolve? How did the two of you work together on
Ethereum? What was your contribution?
9. Collaboration2Conesnsys ― Why are you so ambitious?
What drives you? You’ve clearly made a ton of money (a
tremendous amount of it must have been from your
involvement in Ethereum), yet, you decided to start an ecosystem
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fund/incubator for a future that hasn’t even happened yet. I’m curious, what is your philosophy around
life is that you’ve made such a bet, knowing that you could be wrong.
10. Vitalik & Ethereum Devs ― Every how often are you in touch with Vitalik? How closely connected are
you to the efforts underway to scale Ethereum? Let’s talk about them….

Challenges to Scalability and Impact on Consensys Projects

THE ROADMAP
11. Proof-of-Stake (PoS) ― Ethereum currently uses PoW in order secure the network and drive probabilistic
consensus. It’s highly expensive and centralized due to the economies of scale associated with mining,
but at least it is proven to work. There are many kinks to work out with PoS, but perhaps the most
worrisome are how the market dynamics of the token could interfere with network security. Why are
you so confident that a staking architecture is compatible with blockchain technology in such a manner
that it can help the network scale securely? Is there a plan to manage the supply of ether in a PoS world?
Is it more difficult to move to PoS when you already have so much supply on the market?
12. Casper FFG & CBC ― When can we expect Ethereum to beginning implementing the most important
parts of its scaling solution, like PoS, Casper, and Sharding? What are the most ambitious applications
that you believe can be built with such implementations?
13. Database Sharding ― How close are Ethereum core developers to implementing a sharding solution that
we can feel reasonably confident in? This may be the most difficult scaling challenge you face…
14. State Channels ― State channels have been put forward as a solution for not only Ethereum, but also,
for the Bitcoin network. Isn’t a state channel the equivalent of opening a tab at a grocery store? Tabs are
effectively OTC credit arrangements between two counterparties. Although this can work for small credit
accounts, what % of global transaction volume can this service? How would this work for a utility
protocol? If anything, this seems like an “icing on the cake” feature that you would implement in order
to make a fast system even faster (like adding a specialty exhaust to your Toyota Supra).
15. How Long? ― How long do you think the Ethereum ecosystem can survive without a scaling solution?
How long until the ecosystem is mature enough in order to be relevant to people’s daily lives? What
percentage of all the DAPPs you’ve built at ConsenSys can currently compete with their centralized
brethren? Is there any distributed application currently in existence that can replace an existing
application running on a server that people use or would know of?
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The Nature of the Firm in a Decentralized Economy

CENTRALIZED vs. DECENTRALIZED
16. Hypothesis― What is your hypothesis for this industry? You have said: “We will grow fluid and effective
architecture for a world that is decentralizing, for a world in which the functional units are getting smaller
and much more agile.” Is this the world you see us headed towards? Can you describe that world for
me? How will our societies and our economy be organized 10 years from now?
17. Subjective Database ― I’ve heard you refer to the modern database infrastructure as “subjective.” I find
that a very interesting choose of words. Could you elaborate on what you mean?
18. Centralized vs. Decentralized ― I’ve become increasingly warry of the blockchain debate around
“centralized vs. decentralized.” I think “decentralized” has become a tired term. In Bitcoin and (1)
Ethereum today, the mining industry is heavily centralized, because mining benefits from economies of
scale, and economies of scale are all about vertical integration and centralization. There is also (2)
massive centralization in exchanges, where almost all transactions of BTC and ETH occur; and they occur
there because the system is so slow and clunky that you can’t actually run a liquid exchange on-chain.
There is also a (3) risk of centralization in the way that Proof-of-Stake systems may be implemented in
practice, since ownership of network tokens has a compounding wealth effect. Do you think that a
human-created system can ever be truly decentralized system? Isn’t this really about priorities? What
do we want to achieve most from our systems?
19. Priorities ― If we acknowledge that no system can be perfectly decentralized, and that you need to
decide where decentralization is most desirable versus where it is less of an issue, where would you say
the priorities of decentralization reside? Is it in governance? Is it in computing power? Is it in capital?
Where is it?
20. Limits ― Are there any things you believe can't or won't ever be decentralized?

Killer Applications, Investment Opportunities, and Use Cases

BIG PICTURE
21. Ecosystem Needs ― Are there any needs in the crypto ecosystem that you feel are not being met? Why
aren’t they being met, and what will it take for them to be met?
22. Obvious Opportunities ― What are the most obvious opportunities that you see for this technology? Is
it games? Is it financial services? What are they?
23. Crypto Funds ― There is a huge amount of activity on the investment side. I have been pitched by more
crypto funds than I can count, and more often than not, I know more about the space than those
managing the portfolio. What advice do you have for competent fund managers who are looking to get
into DLT/Crypto? Do you have any
useful tips for how they can learn the
lay of the land well enough to have a
successful go at investing in it? How
can someone who doesn’t know as
much as you do learn to spot a con?
24. Price Reflection ― How much of
Ether’s price reflects expectations of
future utility vs. how much is actually
a reflection of the current use cases?
25. A Difference in Perspective ― What
do you feel is the disconnect between
what you see when you look at this
ecosystem, and what its critics see?
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Consensys Companies

DISTRIBUTED APPLICATIONS
26. Music ― Ujo Music describes itself as a platform that “uses blockchain technology to create a
transparent and decentralized database of rights and rights owners, automating royalty payments using
smart contracts and cryptocurrency.” Is this your main blockchain music project, and can you tell me
more about it?
27. News ― The most prominent project in this space that I’ve seen affiliated with ConsenSys is a project
called “Civil.” It describes itself as “the decentralized communications protocol for journalists and
citizens. The protocol aims to support independent newsrooms initially focused on producing highquality local, international, investigative and policy journalism. The goal of Civil is to create a sustainable,
global marketplace for journalism that is free from manipulative ads, misinformation and outside
influence.” As you can imagine, I’m very interested in DLT for this purpose. Can you tell me more about
what Civil is doing, how it is doing it, and what the hurdles are for adoption?
28. Advertising ― You’ve spoken about a project called “adChain.” The goal of the adChain Registry,
according to the team’s website “is to provide advertisers with a list of websites that offer high - quality
inventory for serving digital ads.” How does adChain work? (Token-curated registry)
29. Law ― You have a project called OpenLaw that wants to bring smart contract functionality to the world
of legal contracts. I saw a medium post that talks about demos in real estate transactions, supply chain
agreements, media agreements, and taxes. Can you walk me through this technology?
30. Organization ― You are fond of talking about something called TMNT (Traditional Management
Nullification Tools). How is Ken Wilber, the organizational philosopher and theoretician involved in this
project? What can you tell us about TMNT?

ENTERPRISE ETHEREUM ALLIANCE
31. The Alliance ― You have created something called the “Enterprise Ethereum Alliance,” which is a nonprofit organization that aims to “define enterprise-grade software capable of handling the most complex,
highly demanding applications at the speed of business.” Can you tell us more about the philosophy
behind the Alliance, and what you are doing there? What is your objective?
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DEVELOPER CONCERNS
32. Support for More Languages ― Are there any plans to support languages for
smart contracts other than Solidity and Vyper?
33. Support Base Layer Changes ― Will all existing projects have to make
significant changes in order to support some of the more fundamental scaling
solutions like sharding and POS when that update is deployed?
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